Abstract: Broadband Gaussian noise is a kind of important jammer to navigation receiver, for be regarded as the increase of the thermal noise of FLL usually, there is short of in-depth analysis to its effect to the performance of FLL. However, the effect of broadband Gaussian noise jammer to FLL is associated with frequency discriminator, filtering and other sectors. Based on considering the key sectors, the effect of broadband Gaussian noise jammer to the tracking error of FLL is studied in-depth, and the closed-form solution is derived. The simulation results show the correctness of the conclusion.
I. Introduction
For the power of navigation signal is very weak, the navigation receiver is sensitive to electromagnetic jammer, and then the tracking loop is easy to lose lock. The problem about the effect of jammer to the tracking loop of receiver has been attracting many researchers [1] . Through acquisition, the rough estimate of the carrier frequency can be obtained, but its error is still relatively large, lead to the low-order phase-locked loop(PLL) can not lock , then the error of frequency estimation is need to be drag into the linear working range of PLL by frequency-locked loop(FLL) generally [2] . Therefore, carrier recovery and tracking are the keys of the navigation receiver to work properly. The broadband Gaussian noise is a kind of important jammer to navigation receiver. To the effect of jammer on the navigation receiver performance, the reseachers pay more attention to the PLL [2] [3] [4] , but a little to the FLL, the FLL is often simply to be act as a special case of the PLL. The broadband Gaussian noise jammer is often viewed as additional thermal noise floor of receiver, and then the conclutions of the Ref. [5] is used to analysis the performance of FLL directly, then there is a short of in-depth analysis. Thermal Noise fibrillation is one of the main error sources to the FLL. The noise term of FLL is closely related to its frequency discriminator, then the error caused by noise fibrillation need to be anaysised according to the specific design of the loop. Based on considering the key parts of FLL, the effect of broadband Gaussian noise to the tracking error of FLL is studied in-depth, and the colsed form solution is derived. Based on the above analysis, the tracking threshold of FLL is got.
II. The mode of FLL and signal
For the higher dynamic and poor power of navigation signal, the classic structure of receiver is a second-order FLL assisted third-order PLL [5] . Then the object of study is second-order frequency-locked loop in this paper. The figure 1 shows the mode of signal and block diagram of the FLL. 
T is the integration time.
After related integration, the outputs of in-phase branch ( ) I k and quadrature phase branch ( ) Q k at the kth loop update time are: 
To the discriminator, there are a variety of algorithms to choose, cross-over frequency discriminator is the best algorithm for the low SNR [5] , and the method is easily realized with small computation amount. For the slope is proportional to the signal's instantaneous power, the cross-identification algorithm required for normalization, Meanwhile, for the elimination of data bits hopping, the frequency discriminator algorithm is:
The function of loop filter is to reduce noise, according to the optimization theory, the optimal loop-filter transfer function is ( )
Where, d K is the gain of discriminator; v K is the gain of NCO; n w is the natural angular frequency of FLL:
Using digital rectangular integral mapping, we can get the transfer function ( )
III. The effect of broadband Gaussian noise jammer to FLL
According to the mode of FLL, the loop-filter and the discriminator, the effect of broadband Gaussian noise jammer to FLL is studied. The figure 3 shows the mathematical model of second order FLL. Where, ( ) 1 n k is the discriminator error casused by themal noise and the jammer,
is the second order digital filter. Fig.4 the mathematical model of second order digital FLL By using a linear approximation, we can get the steady-state error:
(9) According to the colsed-loop transfer function:
(10) Then the error is:
(11) We get the variance of tracking error: 
n n R k is the autocorrelation funtion of ( ) 
( ) 28) is derived from the corss-product discriminator, the noise term of the correlation of adjacent update cycle of that is difference to that of this paper (there is a specific analysis in the Ref. [7] ).
IV. The Simulation
Based on the analysis above, the conclusion of this paper is vertified and compared with the conclusion of Ref. [5] . Fig.5 shows the basic principles of simulation.
�� Fig.5 the principles of simulation
The simulation conditions: the dynamic is set to be 1G, the noise bandwidth of FLL is 2Hz, the equivalent CNR is 31~51dBHz , the integration time is 2ms , the discriminator algorithm based on the Eq.(5), the second-order digital filter is taked, the transfer function based on the Eq. (8), where
The parameters of the NCO are set properly. Fig.6 The frequency tracking error according to CNR Fig.6 shows the mean of standard deviation of frequency tracking error from 100 times Monte Carlo simulation, the result of this paper and the result from Ref. [5] . It is observed from the figure that the simulation result is consistent with the conclusion from this paper, not consistent with the conclusion from the Ref. [5] by Kaplan. In addition, the frequency tracking error according to noise bandwidth is vertified. the dynamic is 1G, the CNR is 40dBHz , loop noise bandwidth L B is 2 10 Hz Hz  , the others simulation condition is same as that of the first step. Fig.7 The frequency tracking error according to noise bandwidth It is observed from figure 7 that the conclusion of this paper is right. Therefore, it is vertified that the analysis about frequency tracking error caused by noise is right. Then, it is got that the conclusion about frequency tracking error caused by noise from Ref. [5] is not poper to be used directly, the specific analysis is needed according to the loop design.
Based on the study above, the noise threshold based on some dynamic of FLL is studied in the broadband Gaussian noise jammer scene. From the Ref. [5] , the tracking threshold of FLL is:
where， tFLL σ is thermal noise fibrillation, e f is dynamic stress error , T is integration time.
For the dynamic is 1G，dynamic error is (1) if the JSR is not greater than 44dB the second order FLL can work properly on the condition that the dynamic is 1G, loop integration time is 2ms, and the loop bandwidth is 2Hz; (2) if the JSR is not greater than 41.5dB the second order FLL can work properly, with the bandwidth is 8Hz and other conditions remain unchanged; (3) if the JSR is not greater than 41.5dB the second order FLL can work properly with the bandwidth is 10Hz and other conditions remain unchanged.
In addition, we get the JSR threshold with the loop integration time is 5ms. Based on the study above, we get the table 1. (1) For the combined effect of the dynamic stress error and noise error, there is no significant improvement for the loop anti-jamming performanc by increase the integration time. The dynamic and anti-jammer performances of receiver loop are better when the integration time is 2ms to those when the integration time is 5ms.
(2) If the integration time keeps unchanged, increaseing the loop noise bandwidth makes the anti-jamming performance deteriorates. The main reason is that the power of jammer into FLL will increase with the loop noise bandwidth increasing.
Those conclusions above are based on the assumption that the dynamic is 1G. The noise bandwidth, integration time should be set according to the signal features and environmental requirements.
V. Conclusion
Based on considering the key parts of frequency-locked loop, the effect of broadband Gaussian noise on the tracking error of frequency-locked loop is studied in depth, and the colsed form solution is derived. Then, the conclusion that the thermal noise fibrillation of FLL should be analysised according to the specific loop design is got. Based on the study above, the noise threshold of FLL based on some dynamic is studied in the broadband Gaussian noise jammer scene, and some conclusions are got. The results of this paper have certain reference for the development of anti-jamming navigation receiver.
